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ECOHome
DO YOUR BIT FOR OUR EARTH BY
BUYING INTERIOR PRODUCTS THAT
ARE RECYCLED, ECO-FRIENDLY AND
SUSTAINABLY DESIGNED AND MADE.
BY LUISA VOLPATO
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1. GREEN INTERIORS Colour House by Ande
Bunbury Architects took out this year’s Green Interior
Award for setting a great example in sustainable
residential interior design. greeninteriorawards.com.au
2. GREAT DANE Danish design has gone green
with the Float pendant, made from hand-turned
agglomerate cork. From $625, greatdanefurniture.com
3. OZONE-FRIENDLY GeoLight not only looks
striking, it’s also made from a special type of foam that
contains no ozone-depleting compounds – it can
also be recycled. $380, designbythem.com 4. MADE
TO LAST The best form of recycling is the simple
act of passing something on. This is the philosophy
of Anomaly furniture: sustainably designed furniture
that will become the next family heirloom, like this
Zig credenza. $6,680, anomaly.com.au 5. NATURAL
TEXTILES Cloth Fabric uses natural fibres and waterbased, non-toxic inks to create contemporary screenprinted fabric. Cushion (50x50cm), $150, clothfabric.
com 6. PLASTIC FANTASTIC Completely stylish
in leather and/or fabric on the outside, you’d never
know that the shell of the Pearl armchair includes
recycled plastic from items such as old computers and
phones. From $2,400, jardan.com.au 7. LOCALLY
CRAFTED Choose a natural alternative to traditional
spouts with the handmade Isla reclaimed timber bath
spout. $495, woodmelbourne.com 8. UPCYCLED
The Decafe range is the brainchild of young Spanish
designer Raúl Laurí who has turned used coffee grinds
into homewares, such as the Ayane candleholder.
$49, textura.com.au 9. OLD TO NEW The Drop-Bar
lamp is made from recycled Murray River Redgum,
which was once part of old irrigation channels in
Victoria. Many years spent under water soaking
up mud and minerals has given the wood its rich
mahogany colour. $399, studiohip.com.au
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